VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Flexible, Powerful and Intelligent
Ethiris Video Management Software provides the user with powerful and advanced video surveillance software that is easy to use. These unique qualities, along with built-in flexibility,
enable the installer to quickly configure the system to the customer’s needs. There are great
capabilities for integrating Ethiris with other systems to create a total security platform.

Open Platform

Ethiris is an open platform with support for ONVIF and
several different protocols from leading camera manufacturers. Support for new cameras and video encoders
is constantly being expanded.

Powerful and Flexible

In Ethiris a wide range of features for creating functional, powerful and user-friendly systems is included. Effective management of events, smart search functions, an
integrated script function and the flexible structure provide the installer and user with intelligent surveillance.

User-Friendly System

Ethiris is easy to use and configuration is made quickly
with the help of an integrated wizard. It only takes a few
minutes to install and configure the basic functionality
for a mid-size system.

Integration with Other Systems

Because of Ethiris´ capability to communicate via OPC
with a large number of systems within security, automation and other application areas, it is a future-safe
investment. A total security platform can also be
created by integrating Ethiris with WideQuick PSIM
from Kentima.
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Cost-Effective Surveillance

Ethiris has a simple licensing structure that permits
the customer to choose desired function level and
the number of cameras to be connected to the software. It is easy to upgrade the software and further
expand it with more cameras. It’s also possible to add
on to the system with five years of free updates, to
ensure that you always have access to the latest version of Ethiris, to an in advance, known price. It is of
importance to keep an updated system to be able to
take part of performance enhancements, support for
new operating systems, new functionality, updated
support for integration with various systems etc.

Wide Application Areas

Ethiris is general software for video surveillance and is
used in a wide variety of applications around the world.
Adaptable functions and the component-based structure enable the installer to optimize functionality for the
specific application area.

Secure Communication

Ethiris uses full encryption by default in all communication between different Ethiris components. It applies
to Ethiris Server, Ethiris Client, Ethiris Admin, Ethiris
Mobile, Ethiris Server OPC Server and Ethiris ActiveX.
Also WideQuick uses encrypted communication with
Ethiris. With those cameras supporting https, Ethiris can
use encrypted communication.
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Easy to Use
Ethiris Client has a modern interface with smart functions that help the operator to establish
efficient surveillance. The client mainly includes functions for displaying live- and recorded
video, as well as alarm and event management.

Efficient operator environment

Configuration Wizard

Each Ethiris Client has support for up to eight monitors.
Because several clients can be run at the same time on
different computers, video can be shown in the control
room from an unlimited number of cameras. The client
can be remotely controlled. from a PSIM/SCADA system
and large video walls can be constructed. The operator
can talk to various
speakers in the
system.

The first time Ethiris Admin
starts, a configuration
wizard is automatically
launched to help the system integrator configure
Ethiris. The local network
is scanned for available
cameras that will be added
to the configuration. The
cameras will be configured
for automatic recording on motion and standard schedules.
Furthermore, a client configuration is created where all
cameras are included and thereafter the client starts and the
operator can start viewing video. With just a few clicks in the
wizard, a complete Ethiris configuration is created.
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Alarms and Events

Fast Search of Recorded Video

Alarm Centrals

Instant Replay

Ethiris includes powerful functions for handling alarms and
events. Custom alarms and events can be defined quickly. A
smart function is that alarms and events can be associated
with cameras to quickly find relevant recorded video.

Built-in support for the SIA protocol provides the opportunity
for alarm operators in alarm centrals to automatically get live
and recorded video from Ethiris systems with alarm.

The timelines in Ethiris provide a quick graphical overview of
recorded video. The timelines include several features that
facilitate search of recorded video. It is also possible to zoom
graphically by selecting a desired time interval.

Via Instant replay, the operator gets several opportunities
to view what happened in front of the cameras a little
while ago.
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Scalable System
The flexibility and unique scalability of Ethiris make it possible to create everything from smaller
systems to large and advanced applications with extremely high functionality. A system can
include several clients and servers installed on different computers.

Component-Based and Scalable

Ethiris consists of many different components that can be connected with one another to achieve maximum flexibility,
functionality and performance in a facility. All the components are centrally configured with the joint administration
tool, Ethiris Admin. Ethiris is a scalable system, which means that, when necessary, the capacity of the installation can
expand by adding licenses and new Ethiris components. Since Ethiris is component-based, the system can be distributed
over several computers, thus optimizing the performance of the system.
Ethiris Components
®
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In larger systems, the components can be installed on multiple
computers at various geographical
locations.
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optimize security, Ethiris has an integrated authorization
system.
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Redundancy/Cluster

Ethiris can continue to run a facility without any loss of
function even if one or multiple servers fail. The other
servers immediately direct the tasks from the server
that has failed, and the clients will automatically get
video from the correct server. The redundancy function
in Ethiris is called Ethiris Cluster and means that several
Ethris servers are joined together in a cluster that outwardly acts like a single server.
The redundancy function also has many other advantages; for instance, basic load balancing by automatic
distribution of the one and the same configuration
across multiple server computers. It will also be easier to
administrate a large
configuration since
it doesn´t need to
be divided between
multiple servers.

Only one Ethiris Server, one Ethiris Client and one Ethiris Admin are required to
create a complete basic system. In smaller systems, these can be accommodated on a single computer.
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Smart Functions
Overview Images

Various overviews and maps can be
added into a camera view. Different types
of interaction objects can also be added, such as
buttons, text fields, camera symbols, images and
doors.

Authorization – Audit Trail

Ethiris has users and groups of its own,
but can also be integrated with
Windows authorization system with functions connected to different user groups. Audit trail can also
be chosen for various functions in Ethiris, which
entails that they are logged in the event list.

360

360 Cameras

By using the new dewarping functionality
you can benefit from the full potential in
360 cameras and get access to full PTZ functionality
in live, recorded video and Instant replay.

Camera Groups

By grouping cameras you get a better
overview and configuration of the system
is more efficient.

®

Extensive Language Support

Ethiris has support for different languages
in the administration tool, client and the
mobile applications. New languages are being constantly added to satisfy market demand.

SQL

Database Support

Via SQL database support, Ethiris can
both store and retrieve information from
databases.

Video Search

Ethiris Mobile

Ethiris Mobile enables the facility to be
monitored via smartphones and tablets.
Live video and recorded video, the alarm list and I/O
buttons can be viewed from Ethiris Mobile.

Send E-mail and Sms

The system can automatically send
messages via sms and e-mail so that the
facility can be monitored although the user is not
connected to Ethiris Client.

Easy Export

There are several ways of searching in
recorded video. The timelines provide
a clear overview of recorded video for up to 64
cameras simultaneously. Recordings can be searched
quickly by manually dragging the time ruler. A smart
function is that cameras can be associated to events
and alarms. By double-clicking an event/alarm, you
can go directly to the Player. The associated cameras
will be automatically loaded and the time for the
event/alarm will be automatically selected.

It's easy to export recorded video and
send it to selected receivers. The operator can choose to export information from any
camera within a given time interval. There are
different formats to choose from. The absolutely
fastest is Ethiris’ own format, which has an associated, separate viewer, for verifying digital signatures
and synchronized playback of up to 9 simultaneous
exported video files. Ethiris Viewer is a stand-alone
application and thus doesn’t need to be installed. If
desired, you can export to AVI from Ethiris Viewer.
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Unlimited Opportunities
Administration Tool

Ethiris Admin is a joint tool for configuring all parts of a system. The
entire facility can be centrally administered because Ethiris Admin
can be remotely connected to several different Ethiris Servers at
the same time. During setup, the integrated wizard can be used to
quickly configure the basic functions in Ethiris. A smart filter feature
makes it easy and efficient to handle a very large number of cameras.

Intelligent Event Management

The event list in Ethiris shows all the events that
have occurred in the system. It is used as a history
log in which past events can be viewed. The list
contains both system events and user-defined
events. Status changes for alarms are also logged
and presented in the event list. All events can be
associated with one or more cameras to facilitate
instant access to video recorded in connection
with events. Ethiris can use all events together
with other information in the system to automatically start activities.

E-mail/Sms

Preset Positions
for PTZ Camera
Video
Storage
Databas

Remote Control of
Client

Intelligent
event management
for automated
activities

Event list

Directly to I/O

Pop Up Window
Mobile Devices
Alarm List

Communications with
Other Computer Systems
and I/O via OPC

Ethiris NVR/NVC

Kentima offers a wide selection of turn-key products for
professional video surveillance that dramatically facilitate the work of system integrator and end-customers.
There are different models of both NVR (Network Video
Recorder) and NVC (Network Video Client) of which all
are thoroughly tested for both sustainability and performance to meet the high demands of the market.

Script and Data Store

The integrated script engine in Ethiris gives the installer a unique
capability to create a functional and intelligent system. The
information in Ethiris Server data store comes from all connected
cameras, different systems that are connected via OPC, events,
alarms and operator commands. The installer can use scripts and
information from the data store to adapt the functionality in the
system to suit the customer’s requirements.
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Integration with Other Systems
Plug-in Concept

In Ethiris, there are a number of plug-in concepts for connecting different types of equipment. Currently, four basic types are included;
cameras, access control, distributed I/O and audio devices. The plug-in
concept means that the support for connecting new brands and
models can easily be expanded in Ethiris and an existing facility can be
added on to, simply by switching or adding a plug-in-dll.

Camera Support and ONVIF

Ethiris has support for ONVIF and native protocols from leading camera manufacturers. All cameras supporting ONVIF, as
well as other cameras with UPnP, are automatically discovered
by the Ethiris discovery function. There is support for H.265,
H.264, MPEG-4 and M-JPG, and depending on the camera
model, Ethiris can also process I/O signals, PTZ, alarms and
video analysis from the camera.
A current list of cameras supported by Ethiris is available at
www.kentima.com.

Analysis via Listener and ONVIF

Video analysis is getting more accessible via cameras. In
Ethiris, this can be beneficial through the general communication possibilities TCP and http or via ONVIF Events.
By trigging specific strings in the analysis data from the
camera, Ethiris can react to different detections. Reading
information is also possible, for instance a registration
number from an LPR application.

Access Control System

In addition to the general support for OPC, which most access control systems support, Ethiris also
supports ONVIF Profile C, a standard for communications with access control systems. When connected, Ethiris automatically reads current door configuration and creates associated variables,
events and alarms in the data store. Cameras can be associated with different events and alarms in
the access control system, for example Forced door or Door open too long. The associated cameras
automatically record when the event /alarm occurs. Via a door object in Ethiris Client, current door
status is indicated and the operator can manually, for example, unlock the door via the object.

Quick Integration with OPC

®

WideQuick PSIM

By combining Ethiris with WideQuick PSIM from
Kentima, or other PSIM/SCADA software, the installer can create a security management platform
for large systems and alarm centres. WideQuick
PSIM can be integrated with Ethiris, other security
systems, building automation and many more systems. By using WideQuick Web Client, the information is also available via a web browser.

The capability to integrate different systems with one another is
often a requirement for larger facilities. To create a well-functioning
complete system, Ethiris has several standardised ways of communicating with various types of systems. Ethiris has extensive support
for OPC, which is a communications standard between different
systems. Ethiris can be integrated with fire alarms, access control
systems, intruder alarms and other systems that support OPC.

Video Management Software

Ethiris

SCADA

Fire Alarm

Database Access

Distributed I/O

Perimeter Intrusion

Access Control

Building Automation

Intruder Alarm

PLC

Other Security System

Operator Panel
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